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buying patterns
for children's clothing
A, in sizing of childn.:n's n.:ady-to-wcar cloihing,
agt: is gcnc.:rally of no value wht:n it comes to st.:kcting

a pattern for your child. Age has \'cry littk n :btion 
ship to body mcasurcmt:nl. It has been found that

weight, height, ;ind body typt.: arc 1h1: best considera
tions for fitting children's patterns

Pattern sizes are based on actual body measure
ments, not on garment measurements.
All of the major pattern companies use the same
set of standard measurements, which have been ap
proved by the Measurement Standard Committee of
the pattern industry. These measurements were de
cided upon after a very careful study of the body meas
urements of a large;: number of children throughout

the country. The following measuring chart is the one
used by pattern companies.
Measurement Chart Used by Pattern Companies
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Although the major pattern companies do make
their patterns according to this standard set of meas
urements, a certain amount of tolerance or ease
is always allowed on each pattern. There is no set
amount of tolerance allowed and each pattern com
pany decides this for itself. This is why the same size
pattern made by two different pattern companies will
vary slightly in fit.-Somc pattern companies vary the
amount of tolerance in the patterns, more for one age
group than another. The home sewer can learn the
best brand of pattern to use for her child's needs
based not only on the measurement table but also
the: amount of ease allowed.
TODDLERS' AND CH ILDREN'S SIZES

Figure changes will help you decide which of these
pattern types to choose, since the difference in the
"toddler" figure and the "child" figure is in develop
ment not in height or weight. Some children lose
their baby proportions later than others. Clothes for
the toddler are cut short and are often flared from the
yoke to accomodate the baby's short legs and round
tummy, with extra allowed for the bulk of diapers.
Children's range patterns are best when the legs
are longer, the tummy flatte r, and when the waistline
begins to be defined.

The differences in these two figure-shapes of chil
dren may be described as follows:
Children's Sizes
Head smaller in proportion to body
Longer neck
Slimmer waist
Flatter tummy
Longer legs
Simplicity patterns for toddlers have the same
breast and waist measurements as children's patterns
of the same size. However, the toddlers patterns are
two inches shorter in length in the same size and the
shoulders are ½ inch narrower than in the children's
pattern in this brand.
Toddlers' Sizes
Large head
Short neck
No waistline
Round tummy
Short legs

BOYS' PATTERNS

All of the pattern companies make patterns for
boys cut from the same sec of standards and all allow
the same amount of tolerance, whether the patterns
are listed in sizes ranging from 1 through 6, or 4
through 12.

Simplicity and McCall's make some patterns which
are especially adaptable for the chubby.
SUB-TEEN PATTERNS

This is a new figure type which has recently come
into the pattern picture. The sub-teen pattern appears
in sizes 8's to 14's. These patterns are for the girl fig
ure which is still growing, beginning to develop
slightly, having more bust then in the "girl" figure
but less than the "teen." It might be called a "short
teen," a girl about 5 feet to 5 feet 1 inch tall.
Four of the major pattern companies are now mak
ing sub-teen patterns. They are planned for girls in
early adolescence.
The big difference between the sub-teen and the
teen pattern is in the size of the bust line dart, the bust
measure of the sub-teen is one inch smaller and the
waist length in the sub-teen is one inch shorter than
in the teen pattern, since the waist of the sub-teen
girl is a little more fleshy, the result is that in the two
pattern types the waist measure is the same. The hip
measurements are also the same.

PATTERNS FOR GIRLS

TEEN PATTERNS

It is important to remember that as a girl matures,
her body contours change as much or more than her
height. Figure types vary in several ways, such as in
the slope of the shoulder; in the height and the shape
of the bust; in the length of the body and legs; and in
the size relationships of the bust, waist, and hips. For
these reasons it is important to study the pattern de
scriptions of the different body types before you make
a pattern selection.

This pattern is designed for a figure more develop
ed than the sub-teen. The teen pattern is proportioned
for a girl about 5 feet 3 inches to 5 feet 4 inches tall.
Teens or "regular teens" patterns are designated
10 T, 12 T, 14 T, and 16 T. This teen is about 3 inches
taller than the sub-teen and also 4 to 8 pounds heavier.

"GIRLS" PATTERNS

This pattern is designed for the growing girl with
a flat undeveloped figure. She needs little or no dart
for fit in the bust line. This pattern is for the girl under
Sfeettall.
Sometimes patterns for children are sized from 1
through 6 and those for girls, 7 through 14.
Some pattern companies allow the same amount of
tolerance for these two pattern types, i.e., Vogue, But
terick, and McCall's.
Advance Pattern Company varies the tolerance or
easeaccordingtothestyle.
Simplicity uses a different amount of tolerance
in the two age groups. For example in children's pat
terns in sizes 1 through 6, more ease is allowed at
the waistline and less at the chest than for the girl's
patterns in sizes 7 through 14.
GIRLS CHUBBY PATTERNS

This pattern is designed for the young girl who is
of chubby proportions and is heavy in the waist in pro
portion to her breast and hip.
Sizes 8½ to 14½ are marked CH in pattern
books. Advance pattern company at the present time
specifically designs patterns for the chubby figure.

LEARN TO TAKE MEASUREMENTS
TO DETERMINE PATTERN SIZE

Use a tape measure that does not stretch. You
need to take four measurements to determine cor•
rect pattern size and type:
Bust or Chest-Over the fullest part. Hold the
tape measure snug but not tight.
Waist-At the natural waistline. The natural
waistline can be determined by having the child
bend sideways. The natural break is the waist
line.
Hip-At the largest part of the hips.
On Girls: Back waist length-From the bone at the
back of the neck down the center to the natural
waistline.
On Boys: Neck base girth-Stand the tape measure on
edge and measure the circumference of the neck
at the base ( where shirt collar comes).
Compare the measurements taken to those in the
Measurement Chart. If child's measurements vary
somewhat from those given in the Measurement
Chart buy the pattern which seems nearest in size.
If this means a pattern which is either larger or
smaller than the child's measurements in some places,
select the large size because of a child's rapid growth.
However, never select a pattern which is so large a
child has to grow into the garment.

